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Rome Window, 2017, acrylic, ink and flashe  
on handmade wasli paper, 30 x 22” 

Reach, 2018, acrylic, ink and flashe on canvas, 54 x 70” 

 
 
Opening April 4th and running through May 12, 2018 Victoria Munroe Fine Art is pleased to present  
LAURA NEWMAN: New Paintings. The gallery first showed Newman’s paintings in 1987 and again in 1989, and is 
proud to exhibit her new work. 
 
For the last three decades Newman has shown her paintings extensively, including a solo exhibition at the University 
of Connecticut in 2017. She has been awarded fellowships and awards from the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, 
The American Academy in Rome, The American Academy of Arts and Letters, The New York Foundation on the 
Arts, Yaddo, and The Virginia Center for the Creative Arts. She is an Associate Professor in the Art Department at 
Vassar College and previously taught at Yale University, Brown University, The Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, 
and Cooper Union.  
 
The exhibition juxtaposes two bodies of work made in strikingly different environments. The vibrant theatrical 
paintings on paper created in Rome while Newman was a Visiting Artist at the American Academy in 2017 share the 
walls with dynamic paintings made in her studio in Brooklyn. Energized by her architectural surroundings, her studio 
views, and the particular light of the day, Newman’s rigorous compositions seize specific opportunities of place. 
 
Working on handmade Wasli paper from Rajasthan or raw linen, Newman layers flashe, acrylic, and ink, occasionally 
adding oil paint and spray paint. In her hands, each medium commands a distinct expressive quality and enhances 
Newman’s fresh abstract language. Like the solder that holds stained glass together, Newman’s bold black brushstrokes 



	
become the architectural framework holding transparent color next to flat pigment in both the works on paper and 
on linen.  
 
In the paintings on paper made in Rome, taut ink lines declare a room, within which shards and torn shapes of color 
seem almost to perform acts of memory. Tatter 1 evokes a fast forward video of a dance choreographed in a tent. In 
Rome Studio, red brush strokes define a minimal architecture in which individual brush strokes have the chromatic, 
deliberate presence of Cezanne’s patches of green pigment. The white of the Wasli paper reflects light and air in the 
same manner as the raw linen left bare in Newman’s paintings on canvas. Newman explores constructs which invite 
the inside and outside to become interchangeable and simultaneous.   
 
Living and working in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, Newman distills the energy of the street, the dynamism of construction 
sites and the geometries of condo windows. The transformation of her neighborhood affects Newman’s studio 
practice directly. In one of her most recent paintings, Reach, a breeze moves through a black fence structure hung with 
fragments of color that evokes flags, or torn clothing. With a cerulean wash of a sky, it is an image of abandonment but 
also of optimism. In her “blue paintings” Night Walk, Sky Lab and Camera, Newman brings the viewer into unfamiliar 
entangled spaces. We are positioned inside webs of energetic scraped, washed, and illuminated gestures where the 
power of the marks, the density of the clean matte palette, and the remains of an architecture interact and draw 
energy from each other.  
 
 
 

 
Night Walk, 2018, flashe, ink, spray paint and acrylic on linen, 24 x 30” 
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